
How  can nostalgia inspired, shallow interactive designs be utilised to develop engaging 
activities and new social spaces, which help to challenge the growth in human isolation?

Background
Preliminary  design experiments have led me to create a mobile learning experience with 
a focus upon group participation and exploration of a subject through the use of tangible 
ephemera.

Changing  community landscapes over the last twenty years, have witnessed an increase 
in tee-totalism and social isolationism, partly fuelled by the growth of the digital world 
(Quine, 2016).  In reaction to this a demand has been created for activities that are 
not exclusively focussed around drinking, which also generate off-line face-to-face 
engagement.
  
The  Space In A Case project aims to address these issues by providing an interactive, 
engaging and social environment to aid communication.

Context
The  overwhelming choices our increasingly interconnected society offers us is 
bewildering.  These digital platforms are often accessed in anonymous solitude, creating 
connected virtual environments, but providing little to engage people in the ‘real’ world, 
generating increased physical isolation.   A consequence of this digital cacophony sees 
people seeking reassurance in the authentic, while concurrently reminiscing about more 
simplistic past sentimentalities.   Whilst traditionally observed predominantly in aging 
populations, this phenomenon is increasingly being noted amongst younger generations, 
particularly ‘Millennials’, coining the phrase ‘early-onset nostalgia’ (McGinley, 2016).  

When engaging with products or events, consumers are now increasingly looking for 
tangible experiences.  New, exciting event environments can be created using fully 
sensorial, immersive designs.  This may utilise technological innovations, such as 
Augmented Reality (AR), holographic installations, or an interactive element on a smaller, 
more personal level (Munro, 2015).  However, Koepfler and Evans (2016), suggest a 
rejection of full immersion in favour of ‘shallow interaction’ design, focussing upon 
human-to-human interactions, with a peripheral digital element.  The narcissism of social 
media, means that people are now seeking unusual and surprising experiences that can 
document individuals in action (Adams in Perrett, 2016), with shallow interactive design 
solutions providing a platform to support this.

Pop-up  installations have become the ubiquitous image of these experience based 
activities, taking brands and activities to consumers.  Pearlfinder’s predicted a 40% growth 
in these experiential event activations by UK brands in 2016 (Gyton, 2016), showing no 
immediate sign of exhaustion.   With both nostalgia and experience based design both 
growing, is there a way to combine the two? Is it possible to re-appropriate historical 
objects and narratives to create new experiential spaces?

Key Areas of Research
Immersive and experiential experiences remove individuals from their ordinary 
consciousness and provide new perceptions.   The Experience Matrix, produced by 
Zoels and Gabrielli (in Berridge, 2007), showcases how the use of sensual stimuli can be 
utilised to connect with personal beliefs, highlighting how varying combinations of sight, 
sound, imagery and tactility can be manipulated to create product narrative.

Trade  shows and exhibitions have provided a key area of primary investigation, identifying 
how pre-defined spaces can be transformed into brand portals, competing for attention 
amongst an abundance of similarity.  Likewise, pop-up installations in shopping centres, 
galleries and the urban environment, demonstrated how small installations in unconfined 
environments can produce experiential spaces (fig.5).  Both of these areas have inspired 
the development of the project, demonstrating how simple design transformations, of 
seemingly standard products, have the ability to create interest, intrigue and generate 
user engagement. 

Research also displayed a key correlation between the growth in tee-totalism, social 
isolation and nostalgic reminiscence in the UK, consequentially provided the target 
audience for the project.  Dodd (2017) identified 18-24 year olds as the most socially 
isolated group in the UK, this same group additionally form the largest proportion of non-
drinkers in the country (Triggle, 2017).   This cohort furthermore forms the majority of the 
UKs full time student population, and as such, universities need to develop new forms of 
engagement that abnegates stereotypical drinking culture (Quine, 2016).  

These  Millennials also have a propensity toward engagement focussed activations, with 
WSGN’s (2013) report into the luxury market, suggesting that this sector is shunning 
mega-brands, in favour of those with a philosophical and/or heritage based ideology.   

Nostalgic Design
The project requires the production of a design solution that provides an engaging activity 
encompassed within a nostalgic narrative, which is also flexible and can be manipulated 
by users to create individual environments.  Initial considerations included the use of 
cardboard, wood or metal to construct modular items.  These bespoke designs could 
be produced to meet any specific design requirements, however, would be absent of a 

historical narrative.   Investigations then turned to existing objects and whether they would 
provide a solution, which could also be transformed into an engaging space.  Baskets, 
pet carriers and instrument cases were all considered, before the notion of using vintage 
suitcases was selected.  

The  standard single person suitcase is a relatively recent innovation, gaining popularity 
with the advent of mass tourism in the early to mid twentieth century.  A pivotal time, 
when aviation travel opened to all and was no longer exclusively the preserve of the elite 
(Gross, 2014), allowing communities to develop new relationships.   Correspondingly, 
in a minor way, this project aims to create a space which fosters the generation new 
communications.  

As a practical object the suitcase, by its very nature, provides a compact and portable 
storage system.  The addition of the vintage style adds character, visual attraction 
connecting it to research that shows an increasing interest in nostalgic design, particularly 
amongst Millennials (McGinley, 2016).

The  use of suitcases also provides a fitting metaphor for the target audience’s student 
journey, representing the move away from home, travelling and being part of a transient 
population.  At the same time the static nature of engagement juxtaposes with the 
traditional notion of movement associated with the suitcase.

Design Development
The  use of vintage suitcases may provide both nostalgic relevance and a practical solution 
as a transportable space, nevertheless there remains the requirement to reinterpret the 
original design as an immersive and experiential environment.  

As theorised by Thompson (2017), games provide a repository for adults to form social 
connections and participate in new experiences.  Active participation, in contrast to 
passive observation, is a key concept within the design proposals, and traditional table-
top gaming techniques may provide the catalyst for engagement in the Space In A Case 
project.   The current renaissance in board gaming (Martin, 2017), has seen an increase 
not only in the development and manufacture of new games, but also social spaces in 
which to engage in active participation.  Playing environments have metamorphosed from 
a family past-time, to one enjoyed by strangers competing over coffee in a specialised 
board game café, fuelled predominantly by Millennial consumers (Graham, 2016).  As 
summarised by Matt Leacock, creator of Pandemic (in Jolin, 2016) “You connect with 
people across the table.  It’s a very human thing”.  

Design Solution
Board  games and vintage cases may appear disparate objects, yet combining them in 
unison will aim to produce a tactile, flexible design piece, that fosters engagement and 
communication.

A series of stacked cases, in isolation,  provides a aesthetically pleasing, authentic display, 
stimulating initial interest. Placing these cases in a wooden housing unit, increases their 
functionality and allow their re-appropriation as an engaging table-top gaming facility 
(fig.2). The outer housing unit acts not only as a containment for the cases, but integrates 
gaming boards into its surface.  The hidden lazy susan bearings, facilitate the rotation of 
the upper section, allowing simultaneous mulitple surface use.  

Integral  to the design are storage compartments, housing game component pieces and 
flexible seating solutions (fig.3). The upper level cases conceal opening apertures, turning 
the case fronts into drawers containing additional gaming options, increasing the tactility 
of the objects, expanding the experiential engagement of the unit.  The lower case, will 
detach from the main unit, converting into comfortable seating options, to encouraging 
prolonged engagement.  

Lockable wheels complete the design, enabling maximum manoeuvrability to satisfy the 
users’ needs and provide a range of spatial configurations.  This mobility additionally 
provides a temporal resonance to the project, allowing the Space In A Case to be placed 
in a series of locations, some which may juxtapose with the vintage narrative, to create 
increased interest.

Using  a similar model to the ‘Play Me, I’m Yours’ initiative (streetpianos, 2017) which 
positioned pianos in accessible public environments, the Space In A Case units could be 
located in areas of high volume foot traffic; Students’ Unions, Halls of Residence Foyers, 
cafés etc (figs.1-3), providing people with opportunity to pause, participate and engage 
with others.   

Design Outcomes
The final design provides a visually stimulating and engaging product, which combines 
the renaissance of table-top gaming, with vintage nostalgia and contemporary 
functionality, to generate a flexible multi-faceted spatial environment.  In the production of 
this experiential unit, the Space In A Case project aims to facilitate an increase in human-
to-human interaction, stimulating the formation of new communications and helping to 
combat rising social isolation, particularly among the Millennial population.   

Fig. 7 
Laser etched ‘roll-a-ball’ game 

inspired by 1950s ‘Atomic’ designs

SPACE IN A CASE
Generating new social connections

“As our artefacts and everything around us become more connected, we run the risk as humans of becoming increasingly disconnected from each other” 
Koefler, J & Evans, K (2016)

Fig. 3
Space In A Case rotating gaming surfaces

Fig. 6 
Toptafel (skittles) game based 

original mid-century magazine 
design

Fig 4:
Stacked vintage cases provided 
design inspiration
[https://uk.pinterest.com/z3troskie/newroom/] 

Fig. 5
Vintage trike converted into library 
and shop by Penguin books
[www.pinterest.com/amp/pin/
457959855841975]

Fig. 2
Space In A Case standard arrangement

Fig. 1
Artist impression - Space In A Case skittle game and seating
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